KOSOVO LIBERATION ARMY
GENERAL STAFF
No. 6-3/33-03 dated 28 November 1998

Order not to exceed authority
and cease abusing command position
- to: ZO /Operational Zone/ Shala

Pursuant to ShP /General Staff/ Regulations items 1, 2 and 9, and pursuant to the
Internal Regulations of the KLA, initiating the necessary measures to improve
military discipline in all operational unit commands, and undertaking disciplinary and
penal measures to stamp out negative tendencies:

ORDER

1. ZO commanders are to increase checks, engaging members of the
command, PU /Military Police/ commanders, who will immediately stamp out
negative tendencies and the abuse of persons and private property.
2. The engagement and mobilisation of material assets and confiscation
without an order or without the permission of a ZO commander is prohibited.
3. Improper behaviour with respect to the civilian population is to be
prevented in all KLA units.
4. The arrest, detention or imprisonment of persons without an order from a
commander of a brigade or above is prohibited, except in the case of a critical military
situation or when various criminal offences are being committed against members of
the KLA, against individuals and the civilian authorities.
5. Opening fire unnecessarily is prohibited.
6. Immediate measures of isolation, disarmament and escort to the KLA
organs of military justice are to be undertaken against the perpetrators of criminal
offences or violations of military discipline.
7. KLA unit commanders are responsible for the implementation of this order.

SV/FE

- Archives -
- ZO Commanders -

KLA CHIEF OF THE SHP
Colonel
/Bisil/m ZYRAPI

/signed and stamped/